Week 3: July 8th-13th
Wild West!
Figure It Out

Amazing Artists

Mix it Up.

Gold Bandit

YKnots 2 only

Horseshoe Biscuit

What did the bandit take from
the bakery?
The dough!

Wild West

Our taste buds are lucky!

Campers will choose if they
want to be a Sheriff or a
. They will create a
Bandit.
badge or Wanted Poster. Next
they will play a group game
called “Gold Bandit!”

Natural Wonders
Yes, dragonflies!
Nature is WILD!!
Using collected natural items
(sticks, leaves, seeds)
campers will form their own
dragonfly with glue and clay
to hold it all together!

Yeehaw!
Campers will have a rootin’ tootin’ good
time designing their own desert
landscapes after discussing and being
inspired by the famous artwork of
Georgia O’Keeffe.

Special Events this week
Wednesday, July 10th

*FIELD TRIP!*-NO SWIMMINGWe will visit PUMP IT UP!!
Please pack a brown bag lunch for your
camper –NO CONTAINERS!
(label everything!)
Wear GREEN Y field trip t-shirts!

Friday, July 12th
Dress like you are from the Wild West!

Campers will jump
hurdles, steer around
cones, and trot across
sensory beams all while
riding their “horses!”

Dancetinations
Country Line Dancing

Where did you come from,
Cotton Eye Joe?
Campers will warm up to the
popular song “Old Town Road!”
Let’s saddle up & journey to the
Mid-West! We will talk about the
origin of Line Dancing & how it
became popular. We’re gonna
step, kick, turn ‘till we can’t no
more!

Imagination Station

In It to Win It
Hobby Horse Obstacle
Course
“Ride ‘em Cowboys &
Cowgirls!

Campers will each get a piece
of biscuit dough. They will roll
it into a “U” shape to resemble
a horseshoe. They can then
rub butter on top. Mmmmm!
Clip, clop! Clip, clop! These
horseshoes are a tasty treat!

Healthy U
Tricky Trouble

Rodeo Round-Up!
Campers will start out by stretching
and warming up. They will be split
into 4 teams. They will work
together to “round up” the most
horseshoes for their saloon’s team.
They may even “steal” some
horseshoes from other saloon
teams. This ain’t our first rodeo!

YKnots 1 ONLY
Cute Cactus
Lookin’ sharp!
Campers will talk about how
cactus usually grow in the
west and in dry/desert areas.
They will be challenged to
craft their own “Cute Cactus”
with various art materials.

